CounterCraft Cloud™
A frictionless, deception-as-a-service cybersecurity solution.
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Threat intelligence services that identify cyberthreats before
they attack your online IT assets, remote workers, and networks.
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What is CounterCraft Cloud™?
CounterCraft Cloud is a threat intelligence service that uses our award-winning deception
technology to provide cyber threat intelligence for your online IT assets, identifying
attackers before they attack you.
It is a cloud-based managed cybersecurity service that is fast and easy to implement with
no additional resources needed. Protect your network by deflecting attackers into a buffer
zone to detect attacks early and deliver actionable threat intelligence to your team so you
can run incident response playbooks immediately.

How does it work?
We create threat intelligence campaigns using deception techniques. We deploy attack vector discovery assets, or breadcrumbs, to
identify cyberthreats scouting your online IT assets from the outside. We analyze all surfaced threats and collect intelligence on the threat,
the threat actor capabilities, and their intended target. Unlike generic threat intelligence feeds, CounterCraft alerts include information
about attackers’ tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) cross-referenced with the MITRE ATT&CK framework, as well as Indicators of
Compromise (IOCs) . You can easily feed this data into your incident response, SIEM, ticketing and other systems for taking action.
Once you choose your campaign, CounterCraft implements and manages the service. You don’t have to dedicate resources to purchase,
deploy, or configure infrastructure. You just pay a monthly subscription fee.

Plug and Play:
CounterCraft implements and manages the service. There
is no need to dedicate resources to purchase, deploy, or
configure infrastructure. Service terms are flexible with a
monthly subscription that can be cancelled at any time.

Tailored Campaigns:
ounterCraft deploys the campaign tailored to your specific
organization, so you receive IOCs and TTP alerts targeted
directly at your organization. Threat intel notifications
directly reflect the threats attacking your online IT assets.

Rapid Deployment:
Choose an intelligence-led cyber deception campaign
and receive actionable information within hours.

In-depth Actionable Data:
Our advanced monitoring dashboard enhances security,
discovery, analysis and risk governance data while
uncovering previously unidentified malicious actors and
cyber threats.

In the Real World
Client Sector: Retail
Problem: Suspected insider threat activity
Cloud Campaign Installed: Pre-Breach Activity
Outcome: The campaign uncovered valid internal customer
credentials in the wild. The customer was not aware of that.
The threat actor attempted to use them in a deception
environment built to mimic customer infrastructure, where
they also revealed knowledge of internal IT organization and
resource names. The threat intel was provided in real time to
the customer, who started incident response procedures to
address the security risk.

Our Cloud™ Campaigns
We’ve designed sophisticated deception campaigns to address
the most common problems today.
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Remote Workers & VPN Risk
Add a layer of assurance to your remote workers by deploying
a vulnerable VPN service and associated breadcrumbs to
detect threat actors searching for entry.
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Spear Phishing Attack Vector
Stop Spear phishing attacks from penetrating
your organization.

Ransomware Detection
& Mitigation
Mitigate the threat of targeted ransomware
attacks in its early stages.

Pre-breach Detection
Provides early detection of attackers conducting technical
reconnaissance of vulnerable external facing IT and cloud
services associated with your online IT assets.
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Benefits of Cloud
No Additional Resources Needed

Cover the New Attack Surface Cost Effectively

Our service requires no skilled staff or other internal

For a simple monthly subscription, you can significantly

resources from your team. CounterCraft Cloud automatically

improve reconnaissance and proactive defense of a much larger

increases your team’s productivity.

internet-facing and cloud-based attack surface. At the same time,
you gain enriched data that enhances capabilities of your existing

Active Defense Made Easy

systems.

CounterCraft Cloud feeds can be connected with SIEM,
TIP, SOAR, EDR, UEBA, and other tools for active defense.
Use the data to block IP addresses, revoke credentials, harden
firewalls, and take other measures to boost protections where

Strengthen Your Strategy
Threat intelligence based on deception delivers

needed. CounterCraft campaign data also can be integrated with

actionable information for aligning corporate security strategy

orchestration solutions to automate response playbooks.

with available resources to build a stronger security posture.
Information from CounterCraft Cloud provides threat intelligence

Improve Overall Security Effectiveness
CounterCraft provides high-impact intelligence, enriched

breadth and depth for communicating the value of threat
intelligence teams to key management and board members.

by attackers’ TTPs, IOCs, and threat actor characteristics. You
receive contextualized profiles of external adversaries trying to
compromise your remote working infrastructure or workers. You
gain a time advantage, because deceptive assets delay attackers
as they try to identify vulnerabilities for exploitation.

Get Started
Choose one or more of our campaigns to get simultaneous, comprehensive external threat detection across your online IT assets’ attack surface.
Purchase multiple campaigns and enjoy a discount.
The process is simple:
Access the full service description and commercial offer by completing the form on the website.

Resolve any doubts with the sales team and return the signed commercial offer.

Enjoy the service! Attend the onboarding tutorial, meet your account manager and hold regular
meetings with your client satisfaction team.

About CounterCraft
CounterCraft is the next generation of threat intelligence. The CounterCraft Cyber Deception Platform offers active defense powered by
high-interaction deception technology. Countercraft detects threats early, collects personalized, actionable intelligence, and enables
organizations to defend their valuable data in real time.
Their award-winning solution, fully integrated with MITRE ATT&CK ® , fits seamlessly into existing security strategies and uses powerful
automation features to reduce operator workload. Founded in 2015, CounterCraft is present in New York, London, and Madrid, with R&D
in San Sebastian, Spain. Learn more at www.countercraftsec.com.
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